Introduction
It has long been noticed in the literature that many languages show phonological distinctions between inflection and derivation, or between nominal and verbal morphology. The theoretical importance of such empirical differences for drawing dividing lines within morphology is not yet clear; nonetheless, it remains an intriguing issue. In this paper I present examples of phonological distinctions between nominal and verbal inflection where either the former or the latter correlates with the phonology of derived words. My purpose is to show that one does not have to resort to the use of cyclic or any other stratal organization to account for such distinctions, but they can be inferred from differences in the paradigmatic relations holding between words.
The paper is organized as follows. I first present data from the Cushitic language Oromo and the Romance language Catalan showing that in both languages vowel epenthesis appears to be morphologically conditioned. Then I sketch out an optimality-theoretic parallel analysis that offers a solution to the controversy regarding the split of the morphology for phonological reasons and provides evidence for the role of paradigms.
Data
The first example to be discussed comes from Wellegga Oromo (WO), spoken in the west-central area of Ethiopia (cf. Gragg 1976; Lloret 1988 Lloret , 1989 Lloret , 1997 . Oromo is a pitch-accent language and dialects differ, among other things, because of the tone system. In WO, pitch and accent are predictable to a great extent from grammatical class and segmental shape, and for this reason they are not usually marked in systematic representations. The segmental phenomena to be discussed in this paper have not been previously related to suprasegmentals but I will later show that they are, and on that ground I will mark tone on the phonetic outputs.
The data in (1) arg-a árgà "I see"
/na/ 1 st PL.PI: tum-na túmnà "we beat"
arg-na árgìnà "we see"
/ta/ 2 nd SG.PI: tum-ta túmtà "you beat"
arg-ta árgìtà "you see"
/s/ CS (stative verbs): gog-s-a gógsà "I dry"
gudd-s-a gúddìsà "I raise (children)" /siis/ CS (active verbs): tum-siis-a tùmsíisà "I make beat"
arg-siis-a àrgìsíisà "I show"
/tuu/ deverbal: tum-tuu tùmtúu "blacksmith" danf-tuu dànfìtúu "a kind of drink"
In nominal inflection, there are cases where epenthesis applies as expected (2) . (FEM = feminine.)
(2) /oota/ PL: sar-oota sàróotá "dogs" (cf. SG sàrée)
nam-oota nàmóotá "men" (cf. SG námá)
fard-oota fàrdóotá "horses" (cf. SG fárdá)
/tuu/ FEM: diim-tuu dìimtúu "red" (cf. MASC dìmáa) "A man buys a horse for a girl that we know."
Phrasal enclitic suffixes, like the benefactive in (4), entail lengthening of the last vowel of the noun phrase to which they attach; therefore, they never give rise to consonantal clusters; cf. ìntálá-af "for a girl" (4a), ìntálá kán béekná-af "for a girl that we know" (4b). The nominative marker, though, looks more like an inflectional suffix, in the sense that it can appear next to the final consonants of the stem of the noun-phrase head to which it attaches; cf. nám-ní "man-NOM" (4a,b).
Former analyses make use of different morphological devices to account for the special behavior of the nominative. Some analyses resort to a rich underlying allomorphy (/ti/~/i/ in a few feminine nouns and /ni/~/i/ elsewhere, which are added to a whole citation form ending in a long vowel or to the citation form minus its final short vowel). Another approach is to depart from fewer underlying forms (/ni/ or /ti/ added to the full citation form always) and resort to either monostratal morphologically conditioned ordered rules or cyclic organization to account for the outputs. The former propose final-a deletion and consonant deletion rules restricted to nominative forms, which are ordered among them and with respect to epenthesis. The latter propose insertion of the nominative marker in a different cycle, where final-a deletion and consonant deletion apply but not epenthesis.
The second example to be discussed comes from the variety of Catalan spoken in Majorca (MC), in the Balearic Islands (cf. Bibiloni 1983; Lloret 2003 Lloret , 2004 . In Catalan, final consonantal clusters that do not satisfy the sonority sequencing principle are repaired through e insertion (underlined henceforth). But MC presents a singularity: Epenthesis always takes place in the nominal morphology (5a) as well as in some verbal forms (5b); however, other inflected verbal forms with sonority-increasing endings surface unchanged (6) . 4 This is the case in all first-person singular present indicative forms (6a) and in second-and third-person singular present indicative forms of conjugation II and III verbs (6b).
pont-Ø pont "bridge" (cf. pont-et "small bridge") teatr-Ø teatre "theater" (cf. teatr-al "theatrical") centr-Ø centre "center" (cf. centr-ista "centrist") llibr-Ø llibre "book" (cf. llibr-ot "big book") b. // infinitive: di-r dir "to say" bat-r batre "to beat" As in the WO case, the MC data show a rather puzzling morphophonological phenomenon for which explanations in terms of allomorphy or morphologically conditioned processes are possible.
Underlying allomorphy (e.g., Ø~e in the masculine forms, r~re in the infinitives) does not conform the criterion of minimal redundancy and yet something else has to be said in order to justify the presence of sonorityincreasing endings in (6) . Another rather controversial account is to posit the existence of a special phonologically empty morph in (6b). In contrast with the other empty morphs (cf. (5a)), this special empty morph would block epenthesis, either because it would only be present in the first level or because it would be considered extrasyllabic. Yet another approach is to resort to Government Phonology and claim that (5) contains phonologically empty nucleus slots, which trigger epenthesis, while (6) similarities between morphologically related words involve the notion of output-output correspondences (Benua 1997) , which derives from the notion of paradigm uniformity in pre-generative linguistics (cf. Kuryłowicz's 1949 work, for instance). This is the line of research that I will pursue next in analyzing the data under study.
Wellegga Oromo: An asymmetric relation
In WO, the first issue to be addressed is why the nominative forms of the citation nouns that end in a long vowel maintain this vowel (8a), while the ones corresponding to citation nouns ending in a short vowel do not (8b), as neither do other inflected and derived words (8c).
c. sar-čča sàríččá "the dog" nam-čča nàmíččá "the man"
arg-na árgìnà "we see" arg-ta árgìtá "you see"
gudd-s-a gúddìsà "I raise" danf-tuu dànfìtúu "a drink"
I will work on the assumption that the nominative marker--as all other case markers (cf. (4))--is always attached to the full citation form, which is a freestanding word, while other suffixes are attached to the root, which is a bound form (see Figure 1 ). If this is so, there must be an independent reason for the deletion of the final short vowel in (8b). It is clear from the data that the cause is not phonotactical. I argue below that the reason is prosodically grounded and that it is also responsible for the deletion of the consonant of the nominative marker and the failure of epenthesis in the nominative forms of (8b).
Word
Word Word X # Affix X -Affix
Word-based affixes (NOM) Root-based affixes (others)
Figure 1: Word-based and root-based affixes
To account for the regular phonology of WO, it is sufficient to appeal to the markedness constraints *CCC (against three-consonantal clusters), which is categorical in Oromo, and *í# (against word-final hightoned [i]), 6 and to the input-output (IO) faithfulness constraints IO-DEP(ENDENCE) (against epenthesis) and IO-MAX(IMALITY) (against deletion). To account for the special behavior of the nominative forms, we have to resort to output-output faithfulness constraints. In WO, the paradigmatic relation that holds between a case-marked form and its citation form is asymmetrical, in the sense that there is a base and this base imposes its characteristics on its morphologically related form (α → β) (cf., among others, Burzio 1994 , McCarthy 1995 , Kenstowicz 1996 , Benua 1997 . Here and in the rest of the paper, I crucially use the notion of base provided by Kager (1999a,b) in order to restrict the number of possible base relations:
The base is a freestanding output form (i.e., a word) that contains a subset of the grammatical features of the derived form. (From here on, I will identify this specific notion of base by using small capitals, i.e. BASE.) 7 In WO, the morphological relation of a nominative form--or any other case-marked is sufficient to note that in WO, in nouns, where the ID-BA constraint is relevant, the prominent syllable is identified as the high-toned syllable and it is always predictable. When there is more than one high-toned syllable, the prominent syllable is the stressed one (in nouns the stress falls in the penultimate syllable). Regarding pitch assignment, the generalization is that when the surface form of the noun ends in a long vowel or in a short vowel followed by a consonant, only this last syllable bears high tone. When the noun ends in a short vowel, the last two syllables are high. 
Majorcan Catalan: A symmetric relation
In MC, the main issue to be addressed is why epenthesis fails to apply in present indicative forms without vocalic suffix (10a), whereas sonoritydriven epenthesis takes place in other verbal forms (10b) as well as in nominals (10c). (complex onsets rise in sonority and complex codas fall in sonority) and IO-DEP. As shown in (11), in a one-by-one analysis of the words there is no means to explain both cases. For the regular cases of (11a) the sonority constraint must be ranked higher than IO-DEP, but for the exceptional cases of (11b) the opposite ranking is needed.
(11) a. Inputs: centr "center" bat-r "to beat" d. There is a set of output-output faithfulness constraints on the ℜ OP correspondence relation.
The stems that stand in a ℜ OP correspondence relation are in the output because this model establishes output-output correspondences. Thus, OP faithfulness constraints evaluate the surface form of the stem of each paradigm member with respect to the surface form of the stem of every other paradigm member to minimize differences. The surface forms of the stem (i.e., the output stems) are prosodized stems (PStem); they are the output string of segments that follows/precedes the inflectional affixes. As shown in Figure 2 , whether the input stem (i.e., the underlying form of a morphological stem, MStem) loses (a) or adds (b) a segment in the phonetic form, the output string of segments that precedes the inflectional suffix (i.e., 
Conclusion
In the OT theories of surface resemblance among morphologically related words, the distinction between asymmetric (base-oriented) relations and symmetric (not base-oriented) relations is relevant. Asymmetric relations are organized hierarchically and the point of departure of the morphological operation involved is a 'base', which, according to Kager (1999a,b) , is a freestanding output form that contains a subset of the grammatical features of the morphologically related word (i.e., the BASE). Inflected forms cannot be related on asymmetric basis when the two criteria for BASE-hood are not satisfied. In this case, instead, they are related symmetrically, and each form of the inflectional paradigm can act as an attractor for the others. What stands in symmetric correspondence is the constant part of each form (i.e., the stem). But since the correspondence relation targets outputs (surface resemblance), it relates the surface realizations of the morphological stems (i.e., the PSTEM).
In OT, morphological constraints and prosodic constraints determine the type of operation that emerges in the outputs. There is no need to make a morphological distinction between free stems and bound stems; rather this derives from the way in which a morphological category maps onto a prosodic category (12a) or onto another morphological category (12b). The point of departure of a morphological operation can be a freestanding output form (which is a word, a prosodic category, as in (12a)), or a bound form (which is another morphological category, as in (12b) WO most adjectives have a plural in -oota but many also form a plural by reduplicating the first syllable and geminating the first consonant of the adjective (e.g., gùddóotá and gùggùddáa are the plural forms of gùddáa "big.MASC"). Reduplication is also used to derive iterative actions in verbs (e.g., k'álà "I slaughter", k'ák'k'álà "I slaughter repeatedly"), and in both cases the point of departure of reduplication is a BASE.
On the whole, this view of the facts shows that noncyclic alternatives are available within the correspondence OT theory and provides support for the claim that paradigms play a role in the linguistic organization of languages (in line with the findings of many other scholars).
concerning language-specific stipulations on the organization of morphology (in cyclic views) or language-specific base-correspondence stipulations (in parallel OT accounts using too-broad definitions of base). In essence, the same stipulations could be added to any cyclic approach. 8 In the tableaux, candidates with deletion or insertion of segments that alter morphological integrity (such as náaní, from /nama#ni/) are ignored. This type of candidates would be discarded through the high ranking of IO-CONTIGUITY ("The portion of S 2 standing in correspondence forms a contiguous string ("No intrusion")", McCarthy & Prince 1995; see also Kenstowicz 1994 13 In Catalan, singular/plural forms can also be related through the asymmetric correspondence relation, because they do satisfy the two criteria for BASE-hood. That is, the plural is always formed over freestanding output forms (i.e., the singular words) and it is possible to analyze the singular forms as being not marked for the number category. Under this view, nominal inflected forms would undergo ID-BA (singular → plural), which do the two candidates in Tableau 9 satisfy. 14 In the WO inflected forms under study, for example, no effect of the OP constraints has been discovered; thus, we should assume for now that they are low-ranked. On the role of BASE-Identity constraints in MC within nominal inflection, see note 13 and Lloret (2004) .
